New TechnologY

Safety is assured with GKD lechnologlies' rail systems
Capacity lndicators (RCls)
@GKD's Rated
Y are the preferred system across the UK
rail network, and the systems are widely
sought after with over 2,OOO systems

currently installed worldwide.

Road,/Rail

Vehicles (RRVI) fitted with GKD 3RCls are
achieving 98.6% reliability, according to U[\

Network Rail performance statistics. Sean

Layton, Senior Technical

Engineer,

GKD Technologies, describes further.

Partnerships
its safety systems to
the rail industry for over 20 years and works
GKD has been supplying

alongside leading manufacturers, converters
and suppliers of RRVs including GOS Tool &
Engineering Services, King Rail (part of the King
Group), Peter Hanlon Engineering and Fitzgerald
Plant Services.
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The company has recently announced
that its long-term partner, Allan J. Hargreaves

Plant Engineers

(AJH

to

Plant), has

Above: GKD Technologies has appointed Allan J. Hargreaves Plant Engineers as an authorised
dealer for its rail safety control solutions. The AJH Plant and GKD teams are pictured here at
the recent Rail Live exhibition.

been

supply, install, maintain and
provide aftermarket service support for its
appointed

range of Rail Safety Control Solutions. Allan
Hargreaves, Managing Director of AJH Plant,
commented on the new partnership, which
was officially announced at the recent Rail
Live exhibition. 'As a long-established and

very experienced supplier to the

Below: Road/rail machines fitted with GKD 3RGls are achieving 98'6% reliability, according

to Network Rail's performance statistics.

rail

maintenance sector, and a key partner with
GKD over many years, this partnership
reinforces our commitment to all GKD rail-

users for new installations, upgrades and

service support delivered by our

highly

experienced team,' said Alan.

New developments
GKD has had

a very busy year behind

the

scenes despite the Covid pandemic and,
whilst maintaining its services and support
through its trusted installation engineers
including RK Plant Engineers, Road Rail Plant

and BW Engineering, the GKD research and
development department has been working
overtime to continue to innovate in both the
rail and civil sectors.

The latest product the comPanY has
launched is its newly-upgraded Series 3 RCI
system which includes a multi-point virtual
wall feature, and the new tandem lift function.
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From an operator and a user point of view, the
new Series 3 RCI has a quicker start-up time
and will operate more smoothly with an
increased display update rate. The brand-new

features on the system include a multi-point
virtual wall system, which GKD has had on
current civils products for some time but will
be the very first time this aspect has been
included on a rail product. Until now, the
system has had what is called 'parallel'
virtual walls where you have one set on the
left and one on the right - but with the latest
system you can have up to four independent
virtual walls, at any angle or position, for full
envelope control.
The new version of the Series 3 has the
new 'Wireless Tandem Lift system' inbuilt.

GKD worked closely with its installer and
distribution partner GOS Tool & Engineering
Services

The newly-upgraded GKD Series 3 rated

capacity indicatol system with tandem lift.

to develop this system, which

will

revolutionise tandem lift operations on the UK
railway network. The Wireless Tandem Lift is
currently available on an exclusive basis
through GOS Tool & Engineering Services

New Technology
growing use of proximity warning or anticollision systems which are becoming an
protecting
important tool
in
operatives. SensorZone is an important tool

to support the safe delivery of
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and the fact that it is not impacted by
environmental conditions or night-time
working, means it is a highly-effective tool for
safety assurance. This modular, easy-fit
system creates a detection zone around
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The 360' coverage provided by the
system, its flexibility in terms of machine type
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machinery and equipment and, in the event of

a person entering this zone, a unique triple
alert is activated. This technology has been
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rail

construction and maintenance projects.

,...

proven

to reduce collisions between

people

and machines.

r

Rebranding

As if GKD Technologies has not been busy
enough, thre company has also revealed a
rebranding and new corporate image. The
rebrandin$ is designed to reflect the
company'S vision, which is to inspire
industriesito adopt a safety-first, data-driven
approach I to protecting people and their
investments with innovative, practical safety
solutions. GKD has also launched a brand
new website and renamed its product range.

The new GKD Series 2 LHS+ civils
system fitted with an 'Off Rail ALO' upgrade

' for installation on newly-built GOS
. machines or as an upgrade to existing

GOS machines in the field running a GKD
version 9 system. GKD is, in parallel, going

through Network Rail certification for the
Wireless Tandem Lift system on a stand-alone

basis and is expected to be approved and
ready for UK-wide distribution with GKD's
other partners in October.
The tandem lift operates by plugging a
communications device into the display unit of

each machine carrying out the 'lift'

-

the

operator then activates the tandem button and the devices then 'talk to each other',
which enables the machines to show what the
other machine is lifting and share their current
lift status. The current standards say that
when you go into tandem mode you have to
derate the machines' lift capacity by a third but with the GKD tandem system you do not
have to reduce the lifting capacity of the
machine, which also means that you do not
have to use two machines of the same size you can use a larger and smaller machine.

Commenting on

Currently, with

a civils

machine, you

cannot operate any closer than within three
metres of a live railway line but, with the new
GKD system installed on a civils machine, you
can safely work right on the boundary should
you need to. GKD has also implemented a
remote 'safety switch' where, at a push of a
button, it will halt all the hydraulics.

As Network Rail continues to push on with its

for Control Period 6 up

success. The rail sector continues to place a
high emphasis on safety and, at the
heart of all of its operations, GKD is seeing a

Also new from GKD is the Series

conducts all of the dual verification, as per the
Series 3 rail system, to meet ALO and OLE
requirements. Series 2 LHS+ also offers full

RCI capabilities including height, slew and
load control as well as slowdown zones and
virtual walls capability.
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LHS+ civils system fitted with an 'Off Rail
ALO' upgrade. The Series 2 upgrade, once
fitted to a piece of plant, will enable a civils
machine to operate adjacent to an open rail
line (ALO). The new Series 2 LHS+ system

to do business with going forward. The

new

branding is reflective of this, a fresh start with

simplified product naming and line up. As
always thdugh, built on a solid foundation of

20 years

of

experienco. Our ambition going forward is to
deliver mebningful data to the industries that
we serve, to help shape a safer, more
sustainable way of working. As an industry
innovator, we welcome opportunities to work
with clients, new distributors and to integrate

our proven technolos/ with partners. There
will be more exciting news to come so A
warcn rnrs

space.
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The GKD Technologies'stand at Rail Live
had a very busy two days!

This means that the most efficient, cost-

effective machine for the job can be selected.
GKD's understanding of the requirements
for rail RCI systems extends to the need for
detailed pre-planning of each and every lift
carried out. The unique GKD 'Lift Planning
Tool' enables machine specific data to be
used to optimise the selection of equipment
and the safe planning of specific lifts.

to

2024, lhe ability of hirers and contractors to
safely support the ambitious rail projects,
works and improvements will be key to their

David

at GKD gefting to know our customers, what is
important to them and how we can be easier

innovativa technology and

Safety first
investment

the rebranding,

Perez, Chief Executive, GKD Technologies,
who joined the firm in January of this year,
said: 'lt has been an exciting first six months
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